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After saying this, Chu Fei kissed Lin Ziming tightly, the kiss was so deep,
so unwilling to turn back.
Lin Ziming also hugged Chu Fei tightly. At first, he thought it was a normal
kiss. It was the last lingering before they died.
But soon, Lin Ziming discovered something was wrong!
Because, he could clearly feel that from Chu Fei’s mouth, a huge vitality
was continuously transmitted. The intensity of this vitality even far
exceeded the fruits he swallowed in the secret realm. .
This sudden change made him stunned, and he couldn’t react to it for a
while.
what’s going on? ?
He opened his eyes wide and looked at Chu Fei in front of him.
However, soon he saw a scene that made his scalp numb.
I saw that Chu Fei’s hair quickly changed from black to pale at a speed
visible to the naked eye!
In addition, Chu Fei’s white and tender skin seemed to have been drawn to
life in an instant, steadily aging, becoming full of wrinkles, and shriveled
like bark.
This situation hasn’t stopped yet, and Chu Fei continues to send vitality into
his mouth like this.
At this moment, Lin Ziming finally reacted.
Although he didn’t know what method Chu Fei used and how to do it!
However, he knew that if it continued, Chu Fei would die.
Chu Fei is using her life to strengthen his cultivation.
“Stop! Stop!”
There was such a voice in his mind, desperately trying to push Chu Fei away,
but it was a pity that Chu Fei’s arms held him tightly, and even with his
strength, she couldn’t push Chu Fei away.
This is hard to imagine.
Although he has indeed consumed a lot of physical strength now, he is, after
all, a master of the third-level power of the gods, but he can’t push Chu Fei
away.
Especially, his body began to seem to be imprisoned. He could only watch
Chu Fei helplessly, constantly sending vitality to him, and watching, Chu
Fei changed from a beautiful face to a gray-haired gray. Become an old
woman.
Lin Ziming was crying and streaming down, his eyes widened, almost
looking at Chu Fei with pleading and painful eyes, hoping that she would
stop doing this.
However, Chu Fei did not stop this behavior at all.
Chu Fei has now become an old woman, but Chu Fei is still smiling, smiling
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happily.
Finally, as if it had been a century or so, all the vitality of Chu Fei’s body
was transported into Lin Ziming’s body, and Chu Fei let go of Lin Ziming,
still holding Lin Ziming’s face, and said, ” Ziming, I am very happy, I did it,
I did it…”
Lin Ziming was already speechless. He couldn’t stop his tears, his nose was
sour, and his whole body was trembling in pain. He wanted to hold Chu
Fei’s hand hard, but he didn’t dare to use too much force, because, He could
clearly feel Chu Fei’s weakness now, when it was truly when the oil ran out,
and the lamp ran out, it was like a pile of ashes, as long as it blows gently, it
will disappear in smoke.
Pain, it is too painful!
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